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ERRATA
With Volume One, the Editorial Board of the Canada-UnitedStates Law
Journal intended and attempted to establish, among other things, a standard of
technical excellence, a publication carefully and correctly written, edited and
footnoted. Conscious of the bugs and related kinks lurking in any new entity,
including a new law journal, the Editorial Board expended special effort
through a carefully planned system of checks and controls to present its Inaugural Volume journalistically pure and free of error.
Nothwithstanding these efforts, the Editorial Board discovered its all too
frail humanity when an examination of the freshly published journal revealed
not only a fulfillment of all expectations in the substantive portions of that issue
but a woeful lack thereof in its Preface.
The Preface was intended to acknowledge not only our existence as a
publication of the Canada-United States Law Institute but also the very
generous donors whose grants made both the Institute and the Journal a reality.
Unfortunately, the acknowledgement of donors contained all the "bugs and
related kinks" we had hoped to avoid. Without compounding our errors by
repeating them, the Editorial Board both apologizes to, and sincerely thanks,
each of the Institute's founding grantors, who are the governments of Canada
and the United States, the William H. Donner Foundation (of the U.S.), the
Richard Ivey Foundation (of Canada), the Cleveland Foundation (of the U.S.),
the Law Foundation of Ontario (of Canada), and the George Gund Foundation (of the U.S.).

